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Spilled
cooking oil
found in
local creek
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Fee increase for
athletics funding
up for vote in fall
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staff Writer

Staff Writer

A large quantity of cooking oil
that was accidently washed into
a drain behind Vista Grande
R e s ta u ra n t
w as
re c e n tly
discovered in a San Luis Obispo
creek.
The spill occurred when used
oil from the restaurant’s fryers
was spilled on loading docks as it
was being picked up for disposal.
It was discovered two weeks
later in a creek near the intersec
tion of Hathway Avenue and Via
Carte because of the odor and
appearance of the substance, said
John Paulsen, chief of the Cal
Poly Fire Department.
“ We were called along with
other agencies Sunday night to
investigate a sewage problem
that was really a portion of the
cooking oil hidden in some
bushes,” said Paulsen.
The fire department formed a
work party, which used buckets
and skimmers on Monday to
clean the water and surrounding
area. Absorbency mats were
placed around the drain opening
to catch the rest of the cooking
oil that will drain out, said
Paulsen.
As of Monday, the problem of
cooking oil still underground was
turned over to Cal Poly Plant
Operations. Plant Operations
called the Fish and Game
Department to investigate the
damage done to the stream,
which runs through a residential
area, said Ed Naretto, director of
Plant Operations.
The Fish and Game Depart
ment took samples and deter
mined the used cooking oil
wasn’t hazardous to the en
vironment. An investigation is
going on now as to why Vista
Grande workers weren’t told
about the spill by the company
contracted to dispose of the oil.
According to an employee at

The fate of Cal Poly athletics
will rest in the hands of the stu
dents this fall when they are
asked to vote on a fee increase to
fund athletic scholarships.
A proposal formed by the task
committee on funding of athletic
scholarships and approved by
Cal Poly President Warren Baker
requires ASI, through either a
referendum or initiative, to seek
student approval of a suggested
$4 per quarter fee increase. The
stu d en t-b ased funding will
am ount
to
approxim ately
$ 200 , 0 00 .
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David McDonald windsurfs at Laguna Lake. See story, page 11.

See SPILL, back page

Other funding proposed by the
ta sk
c o m m itte e
in c lu d e s
$100,000 to be raised by
SUMAT, an off-campus fund
raising group, and $150,000 to be
provided by the Cal Poly Foun
dation.
The proposal also includes a
recommendation that if the stu
dent fee referendum should fail,
the university athletic program
go to a non-scholarship program,
said ASI President Kevin Swan
son. “ This would move us into
Division 111 sports. Cal Poly now
competes in 13 Division II sports
and two Division I sports,” said
Swanson.
“ This is really an all or nothing
proposal,” he said. “ It is some
thing the students can make a
choice about, and I think they
are willing to make that choice.”
Athletic Director Ken Walker
said, “ We could make Cal Poly
athletics virtually unstoppable if
we get the proper scholarship
funding. But without it our
athletic program has too many
scholarship
and
operational
needs to be really successful.”
Swanson said ASI is preparing
an information committee for the
upcoming student election. “ If
we’re going to do an election we
want to be very fair about pro
cessing the information. We have

to
keep
it
sim p le
an d
straightforward.
“ We’ll be processing a list of
rules for this specific referen
dum,” Swanson said. “ We want
it to be done very fairly. If it’s
not. I’m willing to throw the
whole election out.”
The task committee proposal
recommends adding approxi
mately 32 additional scholar
ships to the current figure of
59.48.
According to the task commit
tee report the value of a full
scholarship is $4,850, which is
based on an analysis provided by
the Financial Aid Office and in
formation from the athletic
director.
“ The people who favor the
election are saying that this is
the only opportunity to achieve a
good, strong program,” Swanson
said. “ The catch is that the stu
dents will have to pay for a big
part of it.”
The proposal includes recom
mendations for increased schol
arship funding out of neccessity
for the survival of such pro
grams, Swanson said.
“ The scholarship committee is
constantly in debt to the Foun
dation. Because of the lack of
stability and a lack of support on
the part of students, the Ad
ministration and private sources
they have had a difficult time
funding scholarships,” he said.
“ The theory of SUMAT is that
once you get the ball rolling by
approval of such a referendum, it
will beef up our own athletic
program. If they have university
support, they feel they’ll gain the
support of a lot of other
organizations within the private
sector,” Swanson said.
“ The consequences of such a
program would be beneficial by
providing a better athletic pro
gram, however, on the negative
See ATHLETICS, back page

Concert set for next week

Bob Dylan then and now

IN A WORD

By Pete Brady

staffWriter

"Bob Dylan is a an American legend, a poet, the spokesman for a
whole generation o f American youth. ” — a Cal Poly student.
"Bob Dylanl Isn’t he the dude who’s opening fo r Tom Petty at the
fair?” — a Cal Poly student.
So the big entertainment news for the San Luis Obsipo County
Mid-State Fair is the extravagantly-titled “ Bob Dylan with Tom
Petty and the Heartbreakers Alone and Together” concert.
Yet the the Aug. 6 Paso Robles performance is a paradox because
while some people revere Bob Dylan others scarcely know who he is.
See DYLAN, back page

tof*fee-nosed — adj., stuck-up.
Hotline volunteers give
help and gain satisfac
tion from their work. See
page 9.

WEATHER
Weekend weather will be sunny and warm, with
some fog in the mornings. Highs in the 80s, lows
in the mid-50s.
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Su m m e r M u s t a n g
editorial-

on me street

Saying ‘no’ to compromise

Should El Corral sell
magazines like ‘Playboy’?

n a society where one of the greatest fears is
the threat of terrorist acts, perhaps the best
action to stop such attacks is no action at all.
President Reagan’s policy of refusing to negoti
ate with terrorists is one of the most solid parts
of U.S. foreign policy.
It is significant because once governments
bend to the demands of terrorists they are simply
legitimizing the terrorists’ right to rule. In refus
ing to negotiate with terrorists we make their
claims to rule illegitimate, thereby dissolving
their very livelihood.
Media throughout the world are often attacked
as one of the major legitimizers of terrorism. In
their neverending efforts to find the “ big” story
or “ scoop” the competition, newsmen often
amplify the demands of terrorists, striking fear
into the hearts of the public and adding a certain
amount of legitimacy to the terrorists’ right to
rule. The general public often argue that if the
press wouldn’t make such a big deal about
airplane hijackings and bomb threats such acts
would decrease in number. This is a likely possi
bility.
While different news organizations haven’t
reached a consensus on the benefits of passivity
in the treatment of terrorists acts, Reagan has
taken a bold stance to decrease the extent of ter
rorism. By refusing to place individual terrorist
acts in the limelight of foreign policy, Reagan is
not allowing them to increase in number. Ter
rorists feed on publicity. They use it to build their
organizational structure and to increase their
numbers. The best way to defuse the. potency of
terrorists is in large part to ignore them.
Terrorists are outside the bounds of the law
and are hard to deter by conventional means.
Police can’t stop them and the military is
relatively powerless. Reagan may have used a
show of force to make an anti-terrorism state
ment against Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy,
but this is quite different from a possible military
strike against terrorists in Lebanon. They often
have a hidden leadership which operates

I

underground, and the terrorists themselves are
simply guerillas. They fight an unconventional
war that demands unconventional methods. A
passive policy is such a method.
It is indisputable that the Reagan policy is
hard on the families of those being held captive.
The best thing we can do for these families is to
empathize with them and work to make sure that
no others are placed in their position. To support
a policy of negotiating with terrorists would only
further the frequency of terrorist acts and open
other American families to the same type of
heartache. The families who have a relative being
held captive must look at the situation objective
ly and see that a show of force or political com
promises may help in the short-run, but the
long-term effects will be disastrous. If those fam
ilies who insist that the U.S. compromise with
terrorists had their way, other Americans would
be placed in jeopardy. This would be a selfish act
on the part of the families.
A fact that we must not overlook in discussing
the U.S. policy on terrorism is that the Reagan
administration is not advocating discontinuing
communication with terrorist groups. It seeks to
keep communication lines open in order to in
crease the chances of the safety and release of
captive Americans, but draws the line when
compromising is discussed. In addition to giving
terrorists legitimacy, compromising makes us
somehow look like we are in the wrong. If we let
the terrorists demand certain things from us, we
are saying they have the right to make such de
mands, when in fact they do not.
Terrorism is a very real problem of the 1980s
and demands that we find a solution that is not
bound up in morality, but in practicality. It may
seem immoral, or some may contest even in
humane, that we refuse to trade the captivity of
one who is branded as a terrorist for the captivity
of one of our own, but this is certainly the most
practical solution. For once we start bending to
the pressures of compromise we only succeed in
opening ourselves to further terrorist attacks.
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Cynthia Cheng, third
chitecture student:

year
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That depends on the individual.
If they want to buy it that’s fine.
It’s individual choice.

Brent LeCount, third year city
and regional planning student:

No — just the fact that El Corral
sells educational materials and
those (magazines) aren’t exactly
educational.

Richard Murphy, mechanical
engineering sophomore:

Yes. I feel that Penthouse and
Playboy are a publication that
should not be denied to certain
men just because the Moral Ma
jority doesn’t think it’s right.

Finding the best man for the job

I

went to apply for a job
yesterday and asked the sec
A N D Y F R O K JE R
retary what qualifications
they were looking for. She hand
ed me an eight-page application.
Summer Mustang
The person who had enough pa
columnist
tience to fill it out completely got
the job.
Filling out a job application is last name last. Of course, by the
harder than taking a thermody time you realize this, you’ve al
namics test. Try to answer a ready written it down in ink and
question such as: “ List your last you can’t erase it.
12 jobs alphabetically in chrono
The trick to filling out an ap
logical order.” What the heck plication is to find the hidden
does that mean? Who can meanings behind the questions.
remember the address of their When they ask for your perma
elementary school or the phone nent address, they really want to
number of the place where they know where your parents live, so
worked five years ago?
they can bill your parents if you
Whoever designs those things total the delivery truck.
has a twisted mind. They ask for
Applications are full of trick
your address and then leave you questions such as “ Individual to
an eighth of an inch to write in contact in case of emergency.”
the city. That’s OK if you’re Most people will write down their
from Ojai, but if you’re from San parents’ names. Frankly, if the
Juan Capistrano you’re out of store was burning down, the fire
department would probably do a
luck.
When you fill out an applica better job of putting it out than
tion you have to keep in mind your mother. “ Hey, Mom! We’re
that the sneaky people who having a fire sale at the store.
designed it are trying to trip you Come on down. And bring some
up. They get you accustomed to marshmallows.”
“ What office machines do you
writing your last name first and
operate?”
If the electric pencil
your first name last (which
doesn’t make any sense in the sharpener, Mr. Coffee and the
first place), then they pull the radio are the only office machines
rug out from under you and ask you know how to use it’s best to
for your first name first and your leave this one blank.

“ What foreign languages do
you speak fluently?” Again, if
you’re tempted to write Pig
Latin, you’d better leave it
blank.
“ Do you have any relatives
employed by this company?” If
your uncle is the vice president
you might want to write this in
capital letters in red ink. If he
just got caught embezzling from
the pension fund, you might mix
up a batch of invisible ink.
“ Have you ever been convicted
of a felony? (A conviction will not
necessarily disqualify applicant
from the job applied for.)” Who
are they trying to kid? When
they see the “ yes” box checked,
they’ll drop you like a hot potato.
Besides, anyone who is ruthless
enough to commit a felony isn’t
going to lose any sleep over lying
on a job application.
Unfortunately, once you make
it through all the tricky stuff and
you finally get rolling, you realize
you’re writing in the section that
says: “ Do Not Write Below This
Line.” And the white-out dried
up in the bottle.
Of course, if you manage to
flawlessly fill out the entire form
in pen, you see the words “ please
type” in tiny print at the end.
But don’t worry, if you don’t get
the job you can always open a
business filling out job applica
tions for people.

Heidi Gaian, accounting senior:

Yes. I don’t see any reason why
not. Most people in the bookstore
are over 18.
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Book done the old fashioned way
By Lynnette Ward
staff Writer

Four people are working
together to publish a book which
will be completely typeset and
printed by hand. With the help of
the Shakespeare Press Museum,
located on campus, they will
create “ Silk and Barbed Wire.”
“ Silk and Barbed Wire” is a
collection of poems by Glenna
Luschei with illustrations by
Anita Segalman. The book is
dedicated to David Evans, a Cal
Poly English professor who died
in 1975. Evans was a friend of
both Luschei and Segalman and
“ Silk and Barbed Wire” chroni
cles that friendship.
While Luschei and Segalman
provide the creative aspects. Cal
Poly students Coleen Abangan
and Dan Flanagan provide the
technical expertise for the pro
duction of the book.
Abangan is a senior graphic
com m unication m ajor who
started working on the project as
a work study job.
“ It’s such an art. It’s very
rare,” said Abangan. She ex
plained that her involvement is
more than a job but also a chance
to handset type and use a system
that is the predecessor of the
computer typesetting systems
used today.“ You don’t get the
feeling of physically spacing let
ters by using the computer
systems we have now,” she said.
Flanagan came to Cal Poly
with the idea of learning this
kind of printing without having
to attend a private arts school.
“ It’s enjoying a renaissance
right now,” Flanagan said of let
ter press printing. “ This type of
printing should be of interest,
specifically to art majors, with

it’s ability to print original il
lustrations. This kind of printing
has the most faithful reproduc
tion.”
Flanagan, an English major
from San Francisco State Uni
versity, is currently completing
the printing of another book with
handset type. The book is the
first to be published by the
Shakespeare Press Museum in
eight years.
Luschei is the author of seven
books of poetry and was a 1984
Pulitzer Prize nominee for her
book “ Unexpected Grace.” She
also was the winner of the Great
Western Books Exhibition Prize.
She is organizing a show to
open at the University Union
Gallerie in September. The ex
hibit includes Segalman’s silk
and barbed wire constructions
and Luschei will present a copy
of her book “ Silk and Barbed
Wire” to the Kennedy Library at
the opening of the show.
Segalman’s original illustra
tions appear in “ Silk and Barbed
Wire” and speak of the Jewish
e x p e rie n c e
th ro u g h
a r t.
Segalman and Luschei are good
friends and have encouraged
each other as artists.
“ We believed in each other be
fore anyone else did,” said
Luschei. She saw Segalman’s silk
and barbed wire constructions at
an exhibit at the Los Angeles
County Museum and asked if she
could use the title of the show as
the title of her book and include
some of Segalman’s original il
lustrations.
The book is being typeset,
printed and bound at the
Shakespeare Press Museum,
located on the first floor of the
Graphic Arts building. The

museum is maintained and
operated by a club called the
Friends of the Shakespeare Press
Museum. The museum consists
of 19th century printing equip
ment primarily of the California
printing industry.
The core of the equipment was
donated by publisher Charles
Palmer, who wanted the museum
to be located at Cal Poly. It
opened during Poly Royal 1966.
Several pieces of equipment have
been donated to the museum by
others since its opening.
“ It’s not just a museum, but
pieces are in working order. It is
one of the largest working
museums in the West,” said
Mark Barbour, a graphic com
munication major and curator of
the museum.
D o n a tio n s
an d
m oney
generated from projects such as
“ Silk and Barbed Wire” provide
funding on which the museum
survives.
“ We’re trying to give it a dif
ferent emphasis and promote the
workable part of the museum,”
he said. Barbour and Flanagan
would like to initiate a program
in fine printing open to students
at Cal Poly. Such a program
would include letter press prin
ting and book making, which
would be consistent with the
“ learn by doing” philosophy of
Cal Poly.
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Dan Flanagan makes a proof of a page of “Silk and Barbed Wire.’’
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Annual poetry reading lets local writers share their work
By Vincent A viani

that we have been doing it every
year since,” said Kempton.
Co-organizer Kevin Patrick
Sullivan agreed.
“ The readings are what is call
ed a fringe event of the Mozart
Festival, but if we keep having
the response we have been get
ting, the festival will be a fringe

staff Writer

/

VINCENT AVIANI/Summar Mustang

Poet Michael Churchman reads some of his work.

Cal Poly student and amateur
poet Michael Churchman quickly
studied his poems one last time
before reciting them to the
waiting crowd of 30. His hands
shook slightly as he ruffled
through the manila folder which
held his works.
’‘I don’t know which poems I
will read yet. I’ll probably grab a
couple out of impulse. Really,
I’m not very nervous. Crowds
have never really bothered me
before, especially in this kind of
relaxed atmosphere,” said Chur
chman.
Churchman was one of more
than 30 poets who recited their
work at Linnaea’s cafe during its
annual poetry reading. The
readings started Friday and con
tinued through Sunday.
According to Carl Kempton,
organizer of the poetry reading,
the recitations are part of the
San Luis Obispo County Mozart
Festival.
“ We had so much response to
our first reading three years ago

‘All the poems and
poets were quite
different, and that’s
what I really liked’
— Gordon Curzon
event of the
said Sullivan.

reading,”

The poems read were as
diverse as the poets themselves.
Some, such as San Luis Obispo
resident San Dei E nglish,
described the inner fascinations,
frustrations and fantasies of the
author; others such as Santa
I
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ANY DELUXE HAMBURGER ON OUR MENU!

“NY STYLE”
Thin Crust Pizza

PURCHASE ONE A T THE REGULAR *3'^ PRICE A N D GET

$200 OFF THE SECOND.
LUNCH OR DINNER
FOR 2 PEOPLE ...

DELUXE INCLUDES
• >4 lb. HAMBURGER
• FRIES
• SALAD

FOR LESS THAN $ 6 0 0 |
LARGE SIZE

M a r g a r ita
re s id e n t
G ary
MeSwane read poems which
evoked laughter and subtle
comment from the audience; still
others such as Cal Poly English
professor Gordon Curzon recited
poetry reflecting his traveling
experiences.
“ I read selections from my re
cent book ‘Trinergy.’ The poems
were about people I know,
Chicago and Greece. All the
poems and poets were quite dif
ferent, and that’s what I really
liked,” said Curzon.
Each poet was selected by a
draw from a hat, and were given
10 minutes in which to recite as
many original poems as they
could. There was no prize at the
end of the reading and no harsh
criticism as well. The only thing
that was awarded was an atten
tive audience and a chance for
some unsung poets to recite their
work.
“ This may sound funny, but I
know I’m good. But 1 want to be
better and these kind of things
help everybody become a better
poet,” said Curzon.
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The city’s homeless
Taking life one train at a time
BY PETE BRADY

PETE BRAOY/SumnMr Mustang

homeland. Luis said he first worked in New Jersey as a mechanic and
he train was rolling and the men had been drinking
then moved west ' to Denver. His fortunes grew, he married, had
near the tracks where San Luis Obispo’s hoboes hang
children. Life seemed settled and safe.
out. One man ran to jump on the train, slipped and
“ I had a beautiful apartment in Denver; we were happy. But then
fell under the wheels. He lived, but his feet were cut
things
just started to fall apart in my marriage. My wife wouldn’t talk
off. The recent incident brought attention to the
to me. I thought 1 wasn’t fulfilling her. She would never tell me what
plight of men who move through town on trains, but
she
was thinking. I guess 1 was too nice. 1 wouldn’t tell her what to do.
for the hard-core homeless it was nothing new — just
I
didn’t
takea control,” he explained.
another example of life on the streets for people who are making
Luis recalled his family with difficulty. His memory is sharp, but his
career of it.
memories
make him cry as he speaks. What happened between his wife
Luis is the hobo who helped get the ambulance for the man who lost
and him was “ terrible” — so bad it “ caused him to go on the street.”
his feet. The accident didn’t surprise him. But then again, he sees most
He lost confidence in himself as he saw the
everything that happens on a stretch of
t
f
stability
of marriage fade away. Somehow,
track near the industrial side of San Luis
his self-worth was tied to the success of his
Obispo, Perched on a makeshift platform of
marriage and when it crumbled he was left
crates, old wood and a remarkably comfor
with “ no reason to try.
table mattress, Luis watches day and night
“ 1 suppose all my life 1 didn’t put myself
the trains that chug past, the Pacific fog
first.
1 cared so much for my kids, for my
that floats across town, the Mexicans riding
wife. But I could take care of myself. 1 was
the rails north and the endless flow of
not a weakling. In Europe I had a job
homeless men moving in and out on the tide
of boxcars.
unloading boxcars of bags of cement, so if I
had to hit somebody they felt it. But 1
Luis said he’s an outsider in San Luis
never stood up for myself in my family,” he
Obispo, though he claims he’s been here
almost two years. But he was an outsider
said.
Though Luis said his wife was unfaithful
before that, emigrating from his native
to him, he expressed no bitterness. “ She’s a
Czechoslovakia 16 years ago to live the
good woman. If my kids are lucky they’re
American Dream. His still-prominent at
titude lends an exotic air to the things he says, comments which are
with her.” He admits that instead of expressing his anger toward his
surprisingly perceptive and witty for a man who’s had no roof, no
wife, he punished himself by giving up everything he owned. “ How can
possessions, no place to call his own for three years.
I explain what led up to me being on street? 1 lost my wife, my kids,
“ I come over here to change things, because Europe was, how you
everything I worked for. I tried to stay in my job, get another place,
say, a rather cold place to me. Perhaps because my grandfather was
but I couldn’t concentrate; my mind just went.”
wealthy, in my village people bother me. But it was not because of the
So he joined the world of the hobo, a tenuous place with traditions,
Russians (invading Czechoslovakia) — they made no difference, it was
customs, codes of conduct, and most importantly — transportation.
just to get to America,” he recalled.
Above all, hoboes like to move.
His first years here seemed to justify the wisdom of leaving his
See HOMELESS, page 10
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Unions for faculty and staff have relatively short history
Groups have
grown a lot
in early years
By Vincent Aviani
Staff Writer

While unions have been pres
ent in the United States since the
1930s, Cal Poly and the other
California State University cam
puses have only seen collective
bargaining since 1979.
Collective bargaining is the
process of allowing a repre
sen tativ e to stand behind
employees in contract discus
sions, grievance procedures and
in matters related to working
conditions.
Prior to 1979 any decision
relating to working conditions,
salaries or benefits was sent from
the Chancellor’s Office via “ ex
ecutive order.’’
These orders
were often contrary to the wishes
of the employees on campus, but
without collective bargaining
there was no way for CSU
employees to get action taken on
their grievances.
However, in 1979, the Califor
nia State Assembly passed an
important and controversial
piece of legislation. The Higher
Education Employee-Employer
Relations Act (HEERA) permit
ted collective bargaining on all
CSU campuses for the first time
in th e s y s te m ’s h is to r y .
However, because HEERA gave
tremendous power to employees,
it took
power from
the

Chancellor’s Office. Regardless
of the protests from the CSU
system, however. Cal Poly signed
its first collective bargaining
contract in 1982.
“ By July 1, 1982 we had sign
ed our first contract at Cal Poly
under collective bargaining, and
by the end of 1983 we had all
other contracts signed,’’ said
Robert Negranti, staff personnel
officer of Employee Relations for
Cal Poly.
Since that piece of legislation
was passed, union representation
on all 19 campuses has increased.
And here on the Cal Poly campus
the trend is no different.
“ We have been seeing more
collective bargaining activity in
the last year. I would attribute
that activity to an overall in
crease in familiarity of the col
lective bargaining process,’’ said
Negranti.
Currently, Cal Poly has nine
separate collective bargaining
units representing most of the
employees on campus. These in
clude:
□ Unit one, representing cam
pus physicians.
□ U nit tw o, rep resen tin g
health care support.
□ Unit three, representing the
fa c u lty
an d
p r o f e s s io n a l
librarians on campus.
□ Unit four, representing the
area of academic support.
□ Unit
five,
respresenting
operations support services.
□ Unit six, representing the
skilled craft employees on cam
pus.
□ Unit seven, representing the
clerical/administration support

services.
□ Unit eight,
representing
public safety areas.
□ Unit nine, representing the
technical support services.
While some of these units act
alone in their quest for better
working conditions, others have
grown to include outside repre
sentation. This not only creates a
communication network between
the other CSU campuses, it also
creates a stronger bargaining

‘Woureinfancy
are really in
right
now in collective
bargaining.’
— Robert Negranti
position for the individual unit.
T he C a lif o r n ia F a c u lty
Association, which represents
the largest collective bargaining
unit on campus, is one of these
outside organizations.
“ The CFA is the largest volun
tary higher education union in
the country right now. Currently,
we have over 19,000 members
within the 19 CSU campuses. At
Cal Poly there arc about 1,750
members,’’ said Ilene Sullivan,
regional service coordinator for
the CFA.
Sullivan, who is currently
negotiating a new faculty con
tract, explained that while the
CFA is becoming more powerful
as a bargaining agent, it is still in
the process of growing.

%

“ I’m from Massachusetts, and
back there unions are strong.
But it takes time to develop a
strong union contract. For ex
ample, one of the strongest
unions in the country right now
is the United Auto Workers. But
when they first started in 1930,
they had a two-paragraph con
tract. Over 50 years later,
though, they have ,a beautiful
contract. It just takes time to
establish a good relationship be
tw een
m anagem ent
and
workers,’’ said Sullivan.
Like many of the early collec
tive bargaining unions, the CFA
started out small and unorganiz
ed.
Sitting in the middle of the
U n iv e rs ity
U n io n
P la z a ,
economics professor and long
time union organizer at Cal Poly,
Dominic Perello recalled the days
when faculty members statewide
tried to organize themselves.
“ When I first came here in
1952 the C a lifo rn ia S tate
Employees Association (CSEA)
represented both faculty and
staff,’’ said Perello.
However, because the CSEA
was not very effective in its
organizing efforts another facul
ty union formed.
“ In 1961 the Associated
California State University Pro
fessors (ACSUP) formed one
night here on campus. That
group got strong. I think they
had 1,800 members in the state,’’
said Perello.
By 1965 two more faculty
union groups formed. These in
cluded the American Federation
of Teachers (AFT) and the
California Teachers Association
(CTA).
“ Now there were four voices
talking at once in any decision.
We couldn’t get anything decid
ed. We were really going crazy.’’
But changes did not stop there.
In 1966 the ACSUP and the CTA
consolidated into the United
Professors Association.
Perello explained that the

political and economic situation
of the 1960s made faculty
members more aware of the need
to gain secure contract agree
ments.
“ The Vietnam War was cer
tainly one factor in our early ef
forts of organizing. That war had
a great effect on faculty
members. There was tremendous
inflation, we were hearing about
riots in Berkeley and there were
students hiding out on campus to
avoid the draft. There became a
strong need to organize then,’’
said Perello.
In 1973 there was a vote
among all members of the dif
ferent faculty organizations to
unite into one group. The vote
was successful in that all but one
of the faculty groups merged into
the California Federation of
Teachers (CFA).
“ The UPC was still not joining
us, but our first job was to get
collective bargaining on the
books,’’ said Perello.
In 1977, Perello contacted then
California State Assemblyman
Howard Berman to author the
collective bargaining bill. Ber
man agreed to work with the
CFA under one condition.
“ He would carry the bill pro
vided we could get the UPC to
join us,’’ said Perello.
Organizers were able to con
solidate the two unions and to
get the bill on the ballot, and in
1979 the HEERA legislation
passed.
The
HEERA
legislatio n
created a near-ideal environment
for the collective bargaining ex
periment. Under it, many unions,
such as the CFA, have grown in
both size and effectiveness.
However, there are other collec
tive bargaining units which are
smaller in number that are still
struggling to get organized.
Cal Poly Operating Engineer
Don Nicholson is currently the
campus chief steward for the
State Employees Trade Council.
Sec UNIONS, page 10
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Enrollment figure up
Former Poly student places third over previous years

Tour de France cycling race

By Suzanne C arson
staff Writer

A former Cal Poly student and
All-American runner took third
place this month in the world’s
most famous cycling race, the
Tour de France.
Inga Thompson, a 23-year-old
Reno, Nev. native won the fourth
and final leg of the cycling event
last Sunday, covering the 14-mile
course in just over 26 minutes.
She finished just 22 minutes and
nine seconds behind the overall
winning time of 27 hours and 13
minutes belonging to Italy’s
Maria Canins.
The Tour de France is cycling’s
most grueling challenge, spann
ing a three-week period of time.
The terrain includes long sprints
across flatlands and rugged
climbs in the Alps and Pyrenees.
The men cycle more than 2,500
miles, divided into 23 legs; the
women cycle about 600 miles
divided into 15 legs.
Thompson was in the front of
the pack each day, remaining in
c o n te n tio n
fo r th e title
throughout the event.
Her remarkable talent and
success in France did not sur
prise those who remember her
from Cal Poly. She came to Cal
Poly in 1982 on an athletic
scholarship to run cross country
and track. Physical education
was her major but those who
knew her say that she was here
to run, to compete.
Lance Harter, Cal Poly cross
country and track and field

coach, has nothing but praise for
the 5-foot, 10-inch athlete. “ She
worked very, very hard,’’ Harter
said. “ She trained almost to the
border of over-training. It is ob
vious that she has carried that
same work ethic into cycling.’’
Harter attributes Thompson’s
switch to cycling and incredible
performance to the foot injury
which she sustained at the end of
her freshman year. It was during
that year that Thompson became
an All-American runner in cross
country and earned the right to
be called the fourth best runner
in the country. “ She was well on
her way to the same kind of per
formance and success in track,’’
Harter said.
Harter and Thompson agreed
that it would be best to take the
summer off from school and run
ning and use the time for
rehabilitation. Part of the
rehabilitation included a lot of
biking to keep Thompson in
shape.
Thompson approached her bik
ing with the same intensity and
discipline which made her a great
runner. “ She liked it so much and
she did so well that she left
school and pursued the cycling.
And boom, before we knew it,
she had made the Olympic
team,’’ Harter said. Thompson
was a member of the U.S. road
relay team that won in Mission

Viejo.
Dietetics senior Jill Ellingson,
who ran with T hom pson,
remembered her former team
mate with praise. “ Inga was such
a powerful, strong runner —
unlike the stereotyped, skinny
long distance runners most peo
ple think of,’’ Ellingson said.
“ She was an intense person yet
also shy and easy-going as well.’’
Ellingson, a hard-working and
successful runner herself, ad
mires Thompson for her sheer
will and determination. “ She
would go on two-hour runs — not
knowing where she was going —
and just run!’’
Thompson, who goes by her
middle name, Inga, rather than
her first name, Christian, is
remembered at Cal Poly for
qualities other than her athletic
prowess. “ She was such a nice
person, but her trademark was
her long flowing blonde hair,’’
Ellingson explained.
Coach Harter said Thompson
is “ just a super lady all-around.’’
With such an impressive show
ing in the Tour de France,
Thompson seems to have a cycl
ing future ahead of her. And with
the World Championships com
ing up next week in Colorado, she
will have another opportunity to
show the world that she is not
just a one-sport woman.

By V in cen t A v ia n i
Staff Writer

The 1986 summer enrollment
is up by more than 300 students
from last summer.
According to Elaine Doyle,
administrative analyst, the total
number of students enrolled this
summer is 5,305.
“ This figure is a bit larger than
other summers, but it’s hard to
say why that is,’’ said Doyle.
The registration figure for
1983 was 4,625; in 1984 it was
4,725; and in 1985 the figure was
4,988.
Figures such as these are im
p o r ta n t
to
g a th e r
and
disseminate as quickly as possi
ble, explained Walter Mark, in
terim director of institutional
studies.
“ Basically, our purpose in col
lecting registration figures is so
we can project an enrollment
total for next year. Then this
figure goes to the Chancellor’s
Office,’’ said Mark.
Once at the Chancellor’s Office,
the figures are again analyzed for
budget purposes. The formula
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used for figuring out a school’s
annual budget is based on full
time equivalencies (FTE), or stu
dents who are enrolled in 12
units or more. The total number
of FTE’s is then multiplied by 15
and a budget figure is determin
ed. For this reason, recording,
estimating and reporting the
registration figures are critical.
“ This year we overestimated
the number of students. The
reason for this is that we didn’t
count on the Summer Arts pro
gram held this summer,’’ said
Mark.
According to Mark, the projec
tion was off by 130.
“ The risk of this is that they
can cut our budget from what it
is now.’’
However, this overestimation
will not affect Cal Poly for two
years.
“ The resources are decided
after looking at figures from two
years ago. But 1 would say that
we are going to need to grow in
the next couple of summers if we
want to keep our current
budget,’’ said Mark.
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Sketches show ‘different way of seeing’ San Luis Obispo
By Kristin Roncarati
Staff Writer

With the help of a grant from
the National Endowment for the
Arts, San Luis Obispo was
chosen as the subject for a book
portraying the county through
sketches.
Barbara Seymour, author of
the book and former landscape
architecture professor at Cal Po
ly, titled her work, “ Portrait of a
Place.”
The book is a collection of
about 100 sketches of different
natural and structural features of
San Luis Obispo County, in
cluding* creeks, streets, the
ocean*, buildings, houses and
schools.
Seymour said she chose those
areas of the city which she feels
“ make a place what it is.” She
used the water cycle existing in
the area as the framework for
writing the book, beginning with
the Oceanside of Morro Bay and
Montana de Oro, which winds
itself down into the city in its
creeks and lakes and finally ends
up at the Pacific Ocean at Avila
Beach.
In choosing what areas would
be the subjects of her artwork,
Seymour said she tried to find
places which are most repre
sentative of San Luis Obispo.
She tried to find that “ certain
something that makes a place

;*T_

Barbara Seymour’s drawing of Aldo’s Market on Osos Street from her book “ Portrait of a Piace.

what it is and no other.”
By in c lu d in g
s k e tc h e s ,
Seymour takes a more personal
rather than professional view of
the city. She says in her in
troduction, ” ... my purpose is
chiefly to allow people to look at
the city and its countryside in a
new way. We all see things dif
ferently, and the foremost pur
pose of art is to communicate

those different ways of seeing.”
Seymour said it is very impor
tant for landscape architects be
fore they begin the actual work
on a structure to find out about
the background of the area, in
cluding its history, style, ar
chitecture and ecology. She said
students interested in landscape
architecture should like the book
because it is a model of the work

How would you fix your room up

done in environmental and land
scape architecture.
In addition to pointing out the
positive aspects of the city,
Seymour also discusses areas
which she sees as not reaching
their potential. In criticizing the
architectural structures of Cal
Poly, Seymour said the universi
ty has a lot of potential in design
but it is not well-organized. She
explains in her book: “ The
overall effect is one of design
mediocrity. Poor architecture
and a lack of spatial organization

leave an impression of a hodge
podge of unrelated buildings.”
Seymour is especially critical of
the construction of the Architec
ture Building, next to one of her
chosen favorites, the Business
Administration and Education
Building. She also cites Crandall
Gym as one of her favorites.
Seymour said she enjoyed do
ing the book and would like to do
another one, perhaps on another
area. “ It was a chance to say
what you feel about something.’
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HOTLINE
Volunteers provide help to San Luis Obispo residents
By Floyd Jones
staff Writer

Perhaps the first thought that
comes to mind when one hears
the word “ hotline” is emergency
— a phone number used by Bat
man or someone else in a life-ordeath situation.
Although both definitions are
correct, in extreme cases of
course there is more depth to the
word, especially in San Luis
Obispo.
Hotline, a non-profit organiza
tion whose front line is staffed by
phone-answering volunteers, gets
calls of all extremes — from
suicide to simple referral ques
tions.
Of the approximately 10 years
the service has been in San Luis
Obispo, Patty, a Cal Poly gradu
ate student,
has answered
phones for more than a year. Al
though the service was originally
a crisis hotline, it’s not just that
anymore, said Patty, adding that
many people still carry the
misconception that it is only for
emergency situations.
Patty’s initial experience with
Hotline laid the groundwork for
her later desire to become a vol
unteer.
“ 1 had a friend who was
suicidal and I wanted to know
how to handle it. So 1 called
Hotline and the lady was really
nice.”
Since then her motivation to
continue working on Hotline has
paralleled her career goal to
become a youth counselor. “ I
wanted to do it to gain skills in

dealing with people to better
myself and to give something of
myself.”
People have different motiva
tions for joining and staying
with Hotline, be it a desire to
simply volunteer, learn new
skills, or even because they have
time on their hands and have
nothing else to do. She said if
people aren’t getting something
out of it “ they won’t stick
around.”
Even though volunteers’ expe
riences “ on the lines” may not
live up to their expectations,
there is no doubt that the train
ing they go through is beneficial
no matter what their interests.
Before volunteers go to the
phones they have to go through
more than 70 hours of training,
which includes practice in listen
ing skills, handling crisis situa
tions and sharpening referral
skills, the latter being exercised
most often on the phone lines.
Because the 40 volunteers
range in age from their early 20s
to 'their 60s, training also in
cludes making someone feel com
fortable talking to a volunteer 30
years older or younger than they
are.
The last hurdle that volunteers
must make it over before they
are allowed to answer phones is
to be OK’d by two experienced
volunteers. After volunteers are
given the go-ahead and when
they’re not working one of their
four, hour-per-week shifts, there
are independent training sessions
available that deal with issues

Be s o in S a n shade*'
wear

Now Available at
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SiO • 544-0102
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such as alcoholism and child
abuse in which outside speakers
are invited to share their knowl
edge.
Different problems constantly
surfacing in society are what
dictate how volunteers are train
ed. Now, Patty said, there seems
to be a trend toward an increas
ing occurrence of teen suicide,
battery of women and domestic
problems.
The primary emphasis of
Hotline is that hotliners are vol
unteers, not counselors.
“ We don’t give advice,” Patty
said. “ We’re there as a third per
son for them (callers) to tell their
problems to.” She said that
hotliners aren’t even allowed to
give recommendations of who to
call.
A ccording to P a tty , the
toughest battle for someone
seeking help is taking the first
step to talk to somebody. Just
talking things out solves pro
blems — “ It happens with all age
groups,” she said. “ It’s not on
my shoulders to solve someone
else’s problem,” she said, adding
that success in problem-solving
lies not in the hands of the vol
unteer, but in the caller’s.
There is no pre-written script
that volunteers must follow in
guiding callers through pro
blems. Each case is individual
and must be handled according
ly. But, as with the example of
suicide, there are fundamental
elements that volunteers have to
consider and accomplish: assess
ing the lethality of a situation

(how advanced a caller is in
suicidal tendencies), helping the
caller find a positive aspect of a
situation to develop hope and
developing rapport so that a con
fidence between caller and vol
unteer may be developed.
Patty said suicide calls aren’t
many — that most calls deal with
referral, such as a senior citizen
who can’t read a number in a
phone book.
Patty emphasized that Hotline
is important for Cal Poly stu
dents because it isn’t merely a
crisis hotline and that no call for
help is unimportant. Cal Poly
isn’t an overly social school, she
said, and people are’ under a lot
of pressure. That’s why having
an anonymous listener help with
a problem is beneficial, she add
ed. She recommends that even a
student with “ three o’clock-inthe-morning exam stress” call.
Not only does she encourage
Cal Poly students to call, but
also to volunteer, which involves
a one-year commitment. “ It’s
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Art S upplies, Free Gift W rapping,
and lots of o th er good things.
M ost Item s a t d isc o u n t prices.

Summer Hrs:
Monday-Friday 7:45 a m -4:00PM

Close to Campus
No Appointment Needed
8-5 Monday-Friday

EICdtiqI
^

great for people who work any
job at all,” she said.
For Patty, the most rewarding
part of the job is when someone
pours out their heart, then says
“ thank you,” even though she
hasn’t said a word.
“ It’s been an excellent experi
ence for me both on and off the
lines,” she said with a smile.

1/

S U N G LA S S E S
BY BAUSCH & LOMB

Bookstore

IN THE UNIVERSITY UNION BUILDING
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HOMELESS
From page 5
“ That was the worst thing
could happen when that boy lost
his feet — of all things a hobo
needs his feet, to keep going from
town to town,” Luis explained.
According to one of Luis’ hobo
friends, “ We don’t want to be in
on their society. We don’t want
to be paying bills. We’ve dropped
out of the conspiracy of
humans.”
The people who gather around
Luis have wildly different
backgrounds and personalities.
There’s Julius, articulate but
-quiet, always looking around
nervousty. There’s Richard and
George, a father-son team who
say they abandoned “ two houses
in Salt Lake City to visit
California relatives and ended up
getting stuck here.”
They
have different reasons
for living as they do, different
views of their future.
“ We’re gonna get back there
someday soon, soon as our van’s

fixed up, soon as we get some
money,”
Richard said op
timistically, adding that George
has signed with the Marines and
“ won’t be living like this
forever.”
“ 1 got me a wife and kid back
there,” George said. “ I don’t
know what they’re doing. I guess
she’s supporting them or some
thing. I just got tired of being
there and left. Her mom didn’t
like me. Probably likes me even
less now. Maybe I’ll go back
someday.”
George and his father are
working, but the first thing
George did with his pay was buy
a big portable stereo and some
heavy metal cassettes. Richard
seems well-stocked with ciga
rettes and Jim Beam whiskey.
They say they’re working for
money to go back home but seem
in no hurry to give up life on the
street. “ It ain’t nothing new.
There’s a lot of people living like
us. We were in L.A. There were

THREE DAYS ONLY
S

k

)

Next week's article will exam
ine the possibility o f hope fo r the
San Luis Obispo hoboes.

VMMER.

From page 6

As advertised In the August issue

of BICYCLING MAGAZINE

FRIDAY, AUGUST 1

SATURDAY, AUGUST 2

NOON-8pm

10am-7pm

SUNDAY, AUGUSTS
11am-4pm

TIRES/TUBES

SHOES

up to 40% on
clinchers and sew-ups
from Specialized, Wolber
and Clem ent

A FREE pair of cycling
socks on top of low prices
for cleated or touring
shoes from Nike, Diadora,
Duegi, Avocet and Bata.

Beginning fall quarter the
Health Center will be able to per
form complete physical exams
for any Cal Poly student.
Dr. James Nash, director of the
Health Center, said it will offer
what is referred to as a Wellness
Physical — an exam which will
cover more than just a general
physical. “ It is for healthy people
who want to be evaluated and
stay healthy,” said Nash.
He said that in the past the
Health Center has completed
physicals on Cal Poly athletes
and men and women enlisted in
the ROTC program on campus,
but this is the first time all stu
dents can take advantage of the
service.
Nash said the W ellness
Physical is more than just a
basic exam because in addition to
taking the actual physical, stu
dents will complete a risk analy
sis report, fill out a questionnaire
on their medical background, be
given laboratory tests if neces
sary and at the end will meet
with one of the doctors at the
center for a discussion. Nash said
the new program will be “ more
time consuming ... but should be

very valuable.”
Another program which the
Health Center hopes to initiate in
fall quarter is general eye exams.
Nash said students will be able
to get their eyes checked and will
be given prescriptions for either
glasses or contact lenses.
However, the Health Center

‘It is for healthy
people who want
to be evaluated and
stay healthy.’
— Dr. James Nash
pharmacy will not carry the
glasses themselves. “ That might
be the next thing we’ll add,” said
Nash. “ This is the biggest single
service people have been asking
for.”
In addition to these services,
the Health Center may add one
full-time doctor by September.
Nash said that at the present
time he does not know who will
be hired or in what clinic the new
staff person will be housed. Nash
also hopes to add to the staff of
La Femme Clinic.

“ The SETC represents all the
skilled crafsmen in unit six.
These are the plumbers, con
struction workers, painters and
sheet metal w orkers,” said
Nicholson. “ We have over 900
members on all 19 campuses.”
However, even with the sup
port of SETC, Nicholson ex
plained that he and his fellow
workers are not represented very
well at Cal Poly.
“ Cal Poly is one of the biggest
headaches to the union in all of
the 19 campuses. This campus
has more grievances than any
other campus,” said Nicholson.
As chief campus steward,
Nicholson is the first person to
receive a grievance filed by a Cal
Poly skilled craftsman.

‘I see anywhere from 10 to 11
grievances a week. Most other
campuses are able to sit down at
the campus level and work out
their differences. But they (the
Administration) use delaying
tactics and don’t negotiate at the
campus level,” said Nicholson.
Currently the SETC is in ar
bitration over a new contract.
The old contract expired on June
30,1986.
“ There are quite a few little
items which we are having trou
ble agreeing on, like leave of
absence, the area of outside
employment, evaluations, health
care and working conditions,
overtime and work week,” said
Nicholson.
The Chancellor’s Office was
unavailable for comment concer-

ning SETC arbitration.
Whether for a group of skilled
workers, or a larger group of pro
fessors, collective bargaining has
brought more definition and at
tention to employees in the CSU
system.
“ Before collective bargaining,
we were a lot worse off. Back
then there was no repre
sentation,” recalled Nicholson.
Still, he said, there are a lot of
problems to be worked out in the
collective bargaining process.
“ We are really in our infancy
right now in collective bargain
ing,” said Negranti.
Current CFA Chapter Presi
dent Adlaide T. Elliot agreed.
“ We are both like babes in the
woods right now, but we will be
growing together,” said Elliot.

ACCESSORIES

20% off all tools and
reduced prices on parts
from chains to W heelsm ith
wheels.

You’ll save a bundle on racks,
packs, rooftop carriers,
trainers and computers.

GLOVES

JERSEYS/SHORTS
HELMETS

At handout prices.

By Kristin Roncarati
staff Writer

UNIONS

DON T M ISS THE
GIANT SAVINGS
ON VIRTUALLY
EVERYTHING IN
STOCK!

TOOLS
COMPONENTS

probably 50,000 people sleeping
in boxes on this one road near
the tracks. And there’s more of
us all the time. Hell, there’s
another 35 hoboes living on that
hill over yonder,” George said.
Julius said, “ Yeah, they have
fun up there. They sleep in the
eucalyptus grove. Where else are
they going to sleep? In this town
the rents are up so high because
of the college, we can’t do any
thing, can’t save up any money
to get a place. That’s what the
students do for this town.”
Luis and his companions all
expressed doubts that they’d
ever become “ like regular people
again.
“ I was working all my life, but
once you are living on the street,
it’s hard to get back into real life.
I’m 51. I believe that at my age
it would take considerable effort
getting back into it. I don’t feel
physically good, and I’m afraid
of people now. What will I do to
solve that?” Luis asked.
Julius agreed: “ Being on the
street is like mountains surroun
ding you. My health left me, I
had cancer, the debts ruined my
life. 1 had to run from those
debts.”

Health Center to offer
complete physicals

HELMETS
Put safety first and save
on Kiwi, Skid-Lid.

incredible savings to you
as we clear out our
inventory of Pearl Izumi,
Glordana, Vigorelll, and
others.

SUMMER SPECIAL:
PIONEER KPA 100
AM/FM CASSETTE STEREO
W/2 SPEAKERS INSTALLED!

REG. $239.00
NOW!

$ 149.00
(PLUS TAX)

THREE DAYS ONLY

PIRIT
SCYCLK
M
Vmm ■ ■ i
WORK»
•mn lulB obiBpo
__
finm bleyclBB, c o m p o n e n t« » meemBBorlBB
399 Koothlll Bl¥d,

WE ALSO CARRY:
ALPHASONIK BLAUPLUKT
PIONEER PRECISION POWER
ALARMS BY CRIMESTOPPER
CB RADIOS BY MIDLAND & COBRA

541-2195
EXPIRES 8-7-86
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Windsurfing picks up following in SLO
By Lynnette Ward
staff Writer

“ It’s fun! It’s great for summer. It’s some
thing totally different.’’
This is how Sara Von Schwind, a windsurfer
and chairman of ASI Outings, describes windsur
fing. Windsurfing is part of the regular routine at
ASI Outings and student enthusiasts belong to
the Windsurf Club at Cal Poly.
“ The basics are real simple,’’ said Dave Swartz,
purchasing coordinator for the Escape Route,
explaining that a person can become reasonably
proficient in a matter of days. In fact some of the
instructors at ASI Outings have been windsurf
ing for only a month.
Swartz and Kyle Aines, Escape Route manager,
explained that windsurfing is a combination of
sailing, surfing and hang gliding. Sailing shows
how to use the wind, while surfing teaches how to
balance and hang gliding skills help to counter
balance with the sail.
The popularity of windsurfing is growing con
sistently. The Escape Route purchased sailboards
a year ago and its training programs and outings
fill up within a matter of hours each time they’re
offered. The craze is not just with college stu
dents but the Central Coast community as well.
Central Coast Surfboards sponsors an open
regatta on Wednesday afternoons at Laguna
Lake.
Swartz said he believes the popularity is due to
the speed and maneuverability associated with
the sport as it is with downhill skiing. “ It’s fun

and exciting and the gear you need is limited,’’ he
said. The season runs from April to October.
Swartz said that most of that time a wetsuit isn’t
needed, but early and late in the season it may be
preferred.
Sailboards cost between $600 and $1,800
depending on the size of the board and the sail.
“ We’re in a high wind area so we can use smaller
boards and sails,’’ said Swartz. He explained that
in a lighter wind area a larger sail would be need
ed for better floatation and to catch the wind.
The Escape Route has six boards which are
rented out for windsurfing. “ The boards are big
ger than most and therefore easier to learn on,’’
said Von Schwind. For a $7 fee Cal Poly students,
staff or alumni can go through a training pro
gram to learn how to windsurf. The program
consists of a lesson from an ASI Outings in
structor and a day of windsurfing on Laguna
Lake. “ It’s a good place to learn,’’ explained Von
Schwind.
While Laguna Lake may be the best place to
learn how to windsurf in this area, Lopez Lake is
popular for those who are more experienced.
“ Lopez is the fifth best lake in the nation for
consistency of wind,’’ Von Schwind said. The
Windsurf Club windsurfs on the ocean as well as
lakes, while ASI Outings restricts their outings
to fresh water lakes to preserve the equipment.
In addition to giving lessons, the Escape Route
also rents windsurf boards on an individual basis.
For $15 a day or $45 a weekend, boards are
rented to people who can prove their knowledge
and skill in windsurfing.

Interested In founding your own fraterni
ty? Call 549-9198 for info.

HONDA ACCORD LX 1980 2dr. Hatchbk.
Stereo, clean,nice $3999 722-7958.

Start your own fraternity, do it your way,
call 549-9196.

Is It true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts todayl Call 1-312-742-1142. Ext.
8545.

Immediate openings for delivery persons
((must have own car) & cooks. Full time &
part time. Apply at Nero's Pizza & Pasta,
1017 Monterey St., S.L.O.
The Tintype Graphic Arts Photography
Studio wilt be Interviewing female models
on Saturday, August 2nd between 8 am
and 12 noon for future commercial pro
jects. Models must be between the ages
of 15-25,57” to 5’9” tall with a dress size
5 or 7. Please call for an appt. Modeling
’ experience preferred, but not necessary.
Tintype Graphic Arts, 2226 Beebee St.,
SLO. 805-544-9789.
TICKET TAKERS NEEDED 'f o T liF 's ix
home football games. Earn $3.75 per
hour, while working three to four hours
each game. Pick up applications and set
up an interview in the ASI Business Of
fice, UU 202.
TUTORS WANTED In all majors Tutor
parttime and earn $5.00/hr. 543-2162.

SUZUKI SHUTTLE MOPED 1983 $225
MUST SELL CALL 544^503.
! YAMAHA MOPED 1985 544-5750
! EXCELLENT RUNNING CONDITION
ONLY830 MILES $300080.

FOUND: one suit In middle of Foothill by
B of A on Sat July 5. Call 546-8081 to
claim.

79 Flat Spyder 2000 Great Fun Good
Cond New Tires Low Ml Ask 3700 Call
541-6046 AM Pablo.

FM Roommate needed Laguna
Lake Condo Furnished Shared
Master Bd. 544-2359.
Fm Roomate needed in nice Lag. Lake
Apt Own Rm. Call Sue 543-3718.
Fun 2-level apt. w/pool, cable, water.
Share rm.
CLOSE TO POLY. AVAIL.
Sept.-4 School yr. paymts negotiable.
Jeanette 546-8215.

Valeneia

Individual rooms avail, in two-story
townhouse apts. Stop by for a free tour.
555 Ramona Dr 543-1450.

CLASSIFIED COMPUTER Rental Service-From rooms to large homes. More
listings all in one place 756 Santa Rosa
SLO-543^321.
MORRO BAY-STUDENTS IF YOU ENJOY
SURFING AND LIVING ON THE BEACH
AND WANT TO GO HOME FOR THE
SUMMER WITHOUT SUBLETTING THIS
ONE IS FOR YOU. 3 BED 2 BATH FUR
NISHED $850.00 772-1942 772-7015.

c
NOTABLES
Kudos to the following Cal Poly
faculty, staff and students for
their achievements:
□ Ten Cal Poly students have
been awarded $500 R.W. An
drews Scholarships for the
1986-1987 academic year. Joy L.
Barba, a recreation administra
tion senior; Catherine C. Benson,
a liberal studies freshman;
Michael D. DeHart, a graduate
student in biological sciences;
Harry J. Furlong, a history
junior; Corey W. Clave, a
political science junior; Julie C.
McCall, a mathematics junior;
Cau L. Nguyen, an electrical
engineering sophomore; Penny
D. Schou, a business administraion junior and Laurent J.
Theriault, an electronic engineer
ing senior were chosen by the
scholarship committee on the
basis of their citizenship, aca
demic achievement and par
ticipation in campus activities.
□ Leslie S. Ferreira, a dairy
science professor, was honored as
the outstanding student affiliate
chapter adviser during the 1986
meeting of the American Dairy
Science Association’s Student
Affiliate Division. Ferreira is the
coach of the Cal Poly dairy cattle
judging team and has been in
volved with the activities of the
Cal Poly Los Lecheros Dairy
Club.

S \ R I* B T
Kitchenatte apts avail. 543-2300.

□ A fair management instruc
tor- evaluated food concessions,
mini-food concessions and com
mercial exhibits at the Solano
C ounty F air. Jack S cott, ^
associate professor in the agri
cultural management depart
ment, judged about 80 conces
sions and exhibits.

A-1
S ecretarial
S e rv ic e
papers,Resumes,Senior Projects,Word
Processing-CLASSIFIED COMPUTER 756
Santa Rosa SLO 543-0321.

EXP. TYPIST-FAST SERVICE $1.25 PAGE
CALL 549-0396 eve. 544-2943 day. Chris.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST-FAST SERVICE
$1.25 PAGE CALL 544-2943 CHRIS.
EXPERIENCED CAL POLY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 5430550.

TYPIST

No break for me! For all your typing
needs, call Susie 528-7805
OVERNIGHT SERVICE (usually) $1.50/
page typical, Leslie 549-9039
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona) M-Sat, 9am-6pm, by appt, 544-2591
SHORT NOTICE. $1/P. EDITING. GD. WK.
WD. PROC. CAMPUS P/U. 772-8211

FREE
DELIVERY
(Minimum order of $8.50)

541-CHOP
973 Foothill # 5
Next to Burger King

Try Our
29«
E g g ro llsl

SUMMER TYPE $1.00 pg PISMO/SLO W/C
PICKUP GEORGIA FIT2 489-2384._______
Typing 1.25 per page. Call Denise be
tween 5-10pm 549-0754.
Wordprocessing-Call Diane eves.
528-4059 On-campus P/U & Del.

Landscape river rock 5W cu. yds.
size. Take some or all. 543-2315.

WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING 10-29 LBS IN
i 30 DAYS. 100% GUARANTEED 481-1128.

□ The ornamental horticulture
department has a new endow
ment fund. A $5,000 gift from
the Joseph Shinoda Memorial
Scholarship Fund was announced
at the annual ornamental hor
ticulture awards banquet. Other
funds for the $10,800 endowment
came from former students of the
the department and several
landscape companies.

A-1 Quality & Overnight Service.
Professional Word Processing
Baynham ^e c u tiv e Services 772-3348

V A L U A B LE COUPON
^
r

DROAI)

□ Two School of Agriculture
faculty members have been ap
pointed to serve as interim
department
heads of their*»
departments. James J. Ahearn
will be head of the agricultural
management department and
Wesley Conner will head the or
namental horticulture depart
ment.

MOBILE HOME 2 BEDROOM 1 BATH IN
S L 0 14X56 $26,500.00 543-2813 658-8770.

APA format, Senior Project Specialist.
Vickie, Tiger Stream Press, 773-4299.

1% ”

HUEY LEWIS TICKET8I
Rowe 647
CENTER SEATS $28 EACH92S0498.
Terminal and modem, best offer takes,
54»9586, Randy._____________________

¿¡ÉÈÉÈdÈkiùt
973 Foothill #5
ChinMo Takeout Food

541-CHOP

ll:30am-9K)0pm
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□ Art major Amy Tomczack
and her partner Dave Carter, an
economics major, are one of six
couples competing in the 35th
annual “ American Bandstand’’
dance contest. Tomczack and
Carter will dance on each “ Amer
ican Bandstand’’ show airing
Saturdays through Sept. 6. The
television audience will be able to
vote using a 900 phone number
assigned to each couple. Winners
will be announced on “ American
Bandstand’’ on Sept. 20.

BUYING A HOUSE?
For a free list of all the affordable houses
& condos for sale in SLO, & Info on new
condos near Poly, call Steve Nelson, F/S
INC.543-8370. Leave message.

Lost blue wallet on Wed, July 23 Please
take the cash and return it to lost and
found area or call 549-8120. Thanks.

EARN $ While Sleep/Study. Female To
Watch Son M-F 4:45am- 8:15am. For In
terview call 544-2617.

Thursday, July 31,1986

2 DINNERS
FOR ONLY $5.00
Choose from Plate A, Plate B,
Combo-Plate, or any dinner entree
served with steamed rice.
(w/coupon)

(Expires: 8/28/86)
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DYLAN
From page 1
Twenty years ago Dylan’s
“ Rainy Day Women” was edging
Frank Sinatra’s “ Strangers in
the Night” in the Top 10, while
Americans still recovering from
the assassination of President
Kennedy were beginning to ex
perience the anti-war demonstra
tions and civil rights protests
which violently shaped the
1960s.

And although MTV did not ex
ist then, and Dylan did not sport
the androgynous look, his songs
still carried shock value.
Disguised as folk music and con
sisting of acoustic guitar, har
monica and his harshly stirring
voice, Dylan’s compositions of
fered troubling, starkly realistic
themes. Instead of sweet lyrics
such as the Beatles’ “ She loves
you, yeah, yeah, yeah,” his songs

ATHLETICS
/rom page 1
side, it -sets a precedent for this
kind of student financial obliga
tion.
“ If the fee referendum does
pass by the vote of the students,
I would like to see equal student
representation established on the
athletic advisory committee,”
Swanson said.
During the 1985-1986 school
year 361 men and 150 women
participated
in
competetive
sports at Cal Poly. Full and par
tial scholarships were granted to
125 men and 42 women, amoun
ting to $262,446, according to
the Cal Poly athletic department.
A suggestion made by the
athletic department to the task
committee, which was not
adopted and will not be on the
student ballot, includes an addi
tional 31.53 scholarships for
men’s sports, of which 17.8 will
be allocated to football, 6.52 to

track, 3.50 to wrestling, 3.27 to
baseball and 1.44 to basketball.
Eighteen new women’s athletic
scholarships are included in the
proposal, of which 5.3 are to be
allocated to volleyball, 4.9 to
track, 3.03 to softball, 3.0 to
basketball and 1.76 to gym
nastics.
These figures are based on the
athletic department’s suggestion
of receiving $501,400, and were
based on the 50 percent level of
the allowable maximum scholar
ship support under NCAA
regulations.
“ The students really have the
opportunity to determine the
future of the polytechnic school
in the terms of athletics,” Swan
son said. “ They should definitely
find out what they can do to get
involved.”
Swanson said he expects the
proposal to come to vote in early
October after the Student Senate
reconvenes fall quarter.

often contained messages of rev
olution and revenge: “ You hurt
the ones I love best, cover up the
truth with lies. One day you’ll be
in the ditch with flies buzzin’
around your eyes.”
But it’s ironic that the man
who participated in the recent
Live-Aid and Farm-Aid concerts
helped pioneer the linkage of
music with political/social cons
cience much more forcefully 20
years ago.
In songs such as “ Blowin’ in
the Wind” and “ A Hard Rain’s
Gonna Fall” Dylan spoke of love,
death, hate, war, poverty, atomic
destruction, the American Dream
and conflicts between men and
women.
People had to work to unders
tand his ideas, and consequently
his songs were likened to litera
ture and poetry. The elusive
Midwestern kid soon became a
reluctant international folk hero.
But Dylan’s critics were some
times cruel. When Dylan first

SPILL
From page 1
Vista Grande, the vendor didn’t
know what kind of drain it was
and washed off the spill and
discarded the rest.
Plant Operations is watching
the creek’s outlet for more of the
substance to drain out, at which
time another work team will be
formed to clean the remaining oil.

played electric guitar at concerts
he was booed off the stage as a
traitor to traditional folk music.
When he became disillusioned
with protesting the Vietnam War
after watching hippies get club
bed by policemen, he began writ
ing introspective, personal songs.
This drew the ire of political ac
tivists, who relied on Dylan to
keep their message alive on
America’s radios: “ He’s like a
ghost of his former self; he stop
ped being a rebel and started be
ing a nice guy, a family man, a
dead man,” a critic complained.
But Dylan had always been a
survivor, and he maintained a
respectable commercial following
throughout the the late 1970s
and early 1980s. Though widely
criticized for his born-again
Christian phase, his religiousrock albums such as “ Saved”
sold well to a rapidly-growing
Christian rock audience.
Last year, however, Dylan
decided to mount a major com
eback effort. He began work on a
new album and began edging
back into the mainstream of
popular music by appearing in
the U.S.A. for Africa and Artists
Against Apartheid efforts. There
Dylan was introduced to Tom
Petty, whose popularity had suf
fered a fate similar to Dylan’s
after peaking in 1982. Dylan had
already worked with several
members of Petty’s band, and
soon the two were planning a
major tour together.

Both artists profess satisfac
tion with the current arrange
m ents, and R olling Stone
magazine says the tour is the
summer’s hottest ticket.
“ It’s going to be a fantastic
show. We’ve got a superb sound
system with 360 degrees of
sound. They’re bringing in a
crane from an off-shore oil com
pany which will suspend a bank
of six-foot-high speakers 300 feet
in the sky. You’ll be able to hear
the sound in Paso Robles,” said
Julia Prodis, a spokesperson for
the Mid-State Fair.
Many reviews of the Dylan/
Petty tour have been en
thusiastic.
Petty
has
been
greeted with acceptance from
Dylan fans, perhaps because his
music has some of the same
sincere, story-telling qualities
Dylan showed two decades ago.
Dylan and Petty have mutual
ly benefitted from their associa
tion; some say Petty and his
band have rejuvenated Dylan’s
older tunes with energy and flair.
Petty said he’s learned “ so many
good things” about music from
Dylan. The fans seem to like the
combo: the tour sold $5 million in
tickets in the first week of July
and has played to sell-out crowds
in Japan, Australia, New Zealand
and America.
Not bad for a 45-year-old
troubadour who had sold millions
of records worldwide before some
Cal Poly students were born.

A Balance Between
Leisure And Academics
Stop By For A Free Tour
or
Call Kim or K.C. at 543-1450
for more info.
555 R a m o n a D rive
S a n Luis O b isp o , CA 93401
■Your Own Room # Extensive Recreational Facilities # Completely Furnished

